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Dear valued customer,
On behalf of the entire SCHOTT Microscopy team I wish you all
the best for the New Year 2017!
We are kicking off with the introduction of a new adapter for the
KL 300 LED and the Easy LED Spotlight Plus. Additional you will
find some user insights on our Easy LED products.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Fischer
Global Sales Director Industrial

New Adapter for KL 300 and Easy LED Spotlight Plus
Both the SCHOTT KL 300 LED and the SCHOTT EasyLED
Spotlight Plus are routine lighting systems: powerful, compact
and yet affordable. They are ideal for many routine applications
in industry and life science.
Due to their modular design both products can be mounted to
nearly any routine microscope stand or be used as a standalone
illumination device.
Now a NEW and additional adapter (order No. 120.240 ) is
available for mounting the SCHOTT KL 300 LED or the EasyLED
Spotlight Plus on a ZEISS stand K or M.
For a detailed mounting instruction please visit our website.

Market report: Easy Lighting for the Swiss Watch Industry
Rubis Control SA, one of SCHOTT’s distribution partner in
Switzerland, is regularly challenged to choose the best light
settings for the specific needs of the Swiss watch industry. The
polished mirror parts are especially demanding due to
reflections and variation in the observation area.
« The contribution of SCHOTT’s EasyLED Ringlight Plus with the
diffuser is very useful to customers », explains François
Melnotte, Director of Rubis Control SA. « The diffuser allows the
elimination of the reflections by making the light homogeneous,
regular and more comfortable for the human eye. That is why
we always offer the SCHOTT diffuser along with the EasyLED
Ringlight Plus when selling our microscopes »

Tipps & Tricks: Smart control of EasyLED double Spotlight Plus
With the double Spotlight Plus lighting system you can
switch between the two individual light heads by repeatedly
pressing the “on” and “off” button.
Please, successively select the operating modes by pressing the
switch (3) repeatedly: LED head 1 ON, LED head 2 ON, both
LED heads ON, both LED heads OFF, etc.

SCHOTT honored as Company of the Future by Prime Minister
Dreyer
RhinelandPalatinate's Minister President, Malu Dreyer, awarded
the sustainability prize "Company of the Future 2016" to
SCHOTT AG at a small celebration held in Mainz, Germany.
With this award, the Zukunftsinitiative RheinlandPfalz (ZIRP /
Initiative for the Future of RhinelandPalatinate) recognizes
outstanding examples of entrepreneurial commitment to a
sustainable society and economy.
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